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Training Committee Report
Dear members of FEPTO,

Today that I am writing to you, I should be preparing the Meeting of the Training Committee, yet the difficult moments of the epidemic, obliged us to postpone it for the time being.
The meeting could take place in April online.
Surely, we will be able to discuss this in the forthcoming AM.

These past few months I have thought of some points concerning the needs of the training,
have noted topics down from previous meetings, collaboration proposals from other Committees, such as Network and Research.
However, I admit that the overall silence of the members of FEPTO has surprised me. Training Committee email visiting is
zero. Training Committee Meeting invitation responses have not exceeded six.

I believe that the Chair of Committee is a point of reference for us to be able to converse and develop our work. It is a collective action. That’s why I have already written that opinions, ideas, suggestions from the institutes are very important. This
group should be a group of focusing and synthesis. Action is necessary constantly, not from time to time.
In psychodrama, Moreno saw in the participation, in the action, in the sharing, a team way for each person to get out of his
isolation and his daydreams.

The FEPTO members have been accepted because of their abilities in teaching and promoting psychodrama. Let’s not fall
behind on this burden. We have a lot to share with each other. It is important that the peculiarities of each place, state, culture enrich the education and not isolate us. I will repeat that your say is significant. Only through Dialogue things can get
better and for Psychodrama. I challenge you to see “Holistically” the Word of Moreno and us to see the Psychodrama Training as “Paideia” Psychodrama. Paideia is a “way” of being and not only a “practice”. Therefore, there is a need for dialogue
and sharing of experiences, as in the end of every psychodrama session. Let’s be courageous teachers, not only trainers.
I am at your disposal, contact me via the email of the Training Committee, either via Skype, messenger, Viber, or my personal
email (geo.chan@yahoo.gr). Let’s make the Training Committee as active as the others. My predecessors have laid solid
foundations, that we can exploit drastically now.
I am glad for the cooperation with the Chairs of the other Committees of FEPTO, as well as with Reijo Kaupilla, Marco Greco,
Paola de Leonardis.
I hope that we all meet again as soon as possible, because there is no such thing as the communication in person.
Till then, let’s keep in touch.

Georgios Chaniotis
Chairman of Training Committee
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